ABSTRACT

This application report describes the detailed methods of using the GPADC in the TPS659038-Q1, TPS659039-Q1, TPS659037, TPS65917-Q1, TPS65919-Q1, and TPS65916 devices.
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1 Introduction

This application note describes the details of using the GPADC module in the TPS65916, TPS65917-Q1, TPS65919-Q1, TPS659037, TPS659038-Q1, and TPS659039-Q1 devices. The GPADC offers two methods of conversion: software conversion and automatic conversion. This document also describes how to use each of the conversion methods and the workarounds for known issues with the GPADC. This document does not describe any specifications for the GPADC. For such information, refer to the corresponding device data sheet.

2 GPADC Conversion Modes

The devices offer multiple GPADC channels to monitor voltages that are internal and external to the power-management IC (PMIC). For detailed information on these channels, refer to the GPADC section in the corresponding device data sheet. The GPADC offers two different conversion modes: software conversion and automatic conversion. The following sections describe how to set up and use each conversion mode.

2.1 Starting a Software Conversion

A software (SW) conversion, also called an asynchronous conversion, is a one-time conversion that must be initiated by the host microprocessor. When this conversion is initiated, the PMIC asserts a GPADC_EOC_SW interrupt if unmasked which indicates that the conversion is complete and the results are available.

The following pseudo-code can be used to initiate a software conversion. This example shows how to read the voltage on external channel 1:

```c
# Unmask interrupt for GPADC_EOC_SW
INT3_MASK.GPADC_EOC_SW = 0 # I2C address 0x59, register 0x1B

# Enable software conversion, select channel 1, and start conversion
GPADC_SW_SELECT = 0x91 # I2C address 0x59, register 0xCD

# Wait for any pending conversion to complete
while GPADC_STATUS == 0x00 # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC4
    sleep
end while

# Read result of SW conversion 0
lsb = GPADC_SW_CONV0_LSB # I2C address 0x59, register 0xCE
msb = GPADC_SW_CONV0_MSB # I2C address 0x59, register 0xCF
result = (msb << 8) + lsb
```

2.2 Starting an Automatic Conversion

An automatic conversion is a conversion that runs periodically on one or two channels during operation. The conversion period is configurable in powers of 2 from 1/32 s (31.25 ms) to 1024 s. During each period one GPADC conversion begins and the results are written to the corresponding results registers. Each automatic conversion that follows overwrites the previous results. A threshold can also be configured so that an interrupt is generated whenever the automatic conversion result is either above or below the defined threshold depending on the GPADC_THRES_CONVx_MSB.THRES_CONVx_POL bit.

In this example, automatic conversion 0 will be configured to monitor the voltage on external channel 1 every 31.25 ms, and generate an interrupt when this voltage exceeds 1 V. Use Equation 1 to calculate the ideal threshold value for a target voltage.

$$
\frac{V_{\text{threshold}}}{V_{\text{maximum}}} \times 4095 = \text{Ideal code}
$$

where
- $V_{\text{threshold}}$ is the target threshold voltage.
- $V_{\text{maximum}}$ is the maximum voltage for that channel.

Equation 1
The maximum voltage for channel 1 is 1.25 V and the target threshold voltage is 1 V. Therefore, Equation 2 shows the resulting ideal code.

\[
\frac{1}{1.25 \text{ V}} \times 4095 = 3276
\]  

(2)

The result is 3276 in decimal, which is 0xCCC in hexadecimal.

To account for tolerances of the ADC, the ideal code, 0xCCC, should be adjusted based on the ADC specifications of the device. These specifications include the integral nonlinearity (INL), offset, and gain error. To adjust the automatic conversion threshold, use Equation 3.

\[
(\text{Ideal code} + \text{INL}) \times \text{Gain error} + \text{Offset} = \text{Maximum code}
\]  

(3)

The maximum code describes the worst case code the ADC would output given an ideal code. The gain error includes both the gain-error specification and the gain-error drift which includes the variance due to temperature. In the case of TPS65903x device before ADC calibration, INL = 3.5 LSB, gain error = 3.5% + 0.2% = 3.7%, and offset error = 50 LSB. Equation 4 shows the equation using these values.

\[
(3276 + 3.5) \times 1.037 + 50 = 3451
\]  

(4)

The maximum code that could be output for a 1-V input is 3451 or 0xD7B in hexadecimal. To achieve a more accurate ADC reading, the result can be calibrated to correct for gain error and offset error. For more information on calibrating the ADC results, see Section 2.4.

The following pseudo-code can be used to setup an automatic conversion for this example.

```c
# Unmask interrupt for GPADC_AUTO_0
INT3_MASK.GPADC_AUTO_0 = 0x00  # I2C address 0x59, register 0x1B

# Set automatic conversion 0 to monitor channel 1
GPADC_AUTO_SELECT = 0x01  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC8

# Set threshold to 1 V and configure threshold for overvoltage detection
GPADC_THRESH_CONV0_MSB = 0x0D  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xD1
GPADC_THRESH_CONV0_LSB = 0x7B  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xD0

# Enable automatic conversion 0, and set period to 31.25ms
GPADC_AUTO_CTRL = 0x10  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC3
```

### 2.3 Using Automatic Conversion to Generate a Shutoff Request

The GPADC can also be configured to shutdown based on the results of a GPADC automatic conversion. To generate a shutoff request based on the automatic conversion results, the GPADC_AUTO_CTRL.SHUTDOWN_CONVx bit should be set to 1.

The following pseudo-code shows the same conditions as the previous example, but configured to use automatic conversion 0 to generate a shutoff request when the voltage on external channel 1 is higher than 1 V.

```c
# Unmask interrupt for GPADC_AUTO_0 and enable shutdown control
INT3_MASK.GPADC_AUTO_0 = 0x40  # I2C address 0x59, register 0x1B

# Set automatic conversion 0 to monitor channel 1
GPADC_AUTO_SELECT = 0x01  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC8

# Set threshold to 1 V
GPADC_THRESH_CONV0_MSB = 0x0D
GPADC_THRESH_CONV0_MSB = 0x7B

# Enable automatic conversion 0, and set period to 31.25ms
GPADC_AUTO_CTRL = 0x10  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC3
```
2.4 Calibrating the GPADC Result

To correct for the gain error and offset error of the ADC result, the ADC result code should be calibrated based on the values stored in the one-time programmable (OTP) memory of the device. The gain and offset errors after calibration are much smaller than before calibration, and therefore a calibrated result provides a code much closer to the actual voltage than a noncalibrated result.

Each GPADC_TRIM register stores a 7-bit calibration value in bits 7 through 1, and a sign-bit in bit 0 of the register. When the sign bit is 1, the calibration value is negative. When the sign bit is 0, the calibration value is positive.

![Figure 1. GPADC_TRIMx Register](image)

The calibration formulas are as follows:

- **Gain**
  \[ k = 1 + \frac{(D2 - D1)}{(X2 - X1)} \]

  where
  - D1, D2, X1, and X2 can be found in the calibration section of the corresponding device data sheet. (5)

- **Offset**
  \[ b = D1 - (k - 1) \times X1 \] (6)

- **Corrected code**
  \[ a' = \frac{(a - b)}{k} \]

  where
  - a is the ADC code result from a conversion. (7)

The following pseudo-code shows how to calibrate a SW conversion result from channel 1 on the TPS65903x device and stores the calibrated result in the `sw_calibrated` variable. This example assumes that a SW conversion has already been completed using SW conversion 0.

```
# Read result of SW conversion 0
lsb = GPADC_SW_CONV0_LSB  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xCE
msb = GPADC_SW_CONV0_MSB  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xCF
sw_result = (msb << 8) + lsb

# Calculate D1 and D2 from the TRIM registers
trim1 = GPADC_TRIM1        # I2C address 0x5A, register 0xCD
trim2 = GPADC_TRIM2        # I2C address 0x5A, register 0xCE
if trim1 % 2 == 0 then     # Check if bit 0 is equal to 0
    D1 = trim1 >> 1
else
    D1 = - (trim1 >> 1)
end if
if trim2 % 2 == 0 then
    D2 = trim2 >> 1
else
    D2 = - (trim2 >> 1)
End if

# Calculate gain, offset, and corrected value.
# For channel 1, X1 = 2064, X2 = 3112.
gain = 1 + ((D2 - D1)/(3112 - 2064))
offset = D1 - (gain - 1) * 2064
sw_calibrated = (sw_result - offset) / gain
```
The GPADC can also be calibrated for an automatic conversion. In this case, an ideal voltage target must be converted to a real ADC code, thus requiring the inverse of Equation 7. Use Equation 8 to calculate the real code, \( a \).

\[
a = (a' \times k) + b
\]

where
- \( a' \) is the ideal corrected code.
- \( k \) is the gain in Equation 5.
- \( b \) is the offset in Equation 6.

The gain error, offset error, and INL should also be considered using Equation 3.

Using the same example in Section 2.2, the goal is to detect when the external channel 1 voltage exceeds 1 V which is represented by the ideal code, 0xCCC. The following pseudo-code takes this ideal code and converts it to the real code corresponding to 1 V based on the calibration parameters of the device. This pseudo-code then configures the automatic conversion to generate an interrupt when the input exceeds this value.

```python
# Calculate D1 and D2 from the TRIM registers
trim1 = GPADC_TRIM1 # I2C address 0x5A, register 0xCD
trim2 = GPADC_TRIM2 # I2C address 0x5A, register 0xCE
if trim1 % 2 == 0 then # Check if bit 0 is equal to 0
    D1 = trim1 >> 1
else
    D1 = -(trim1 >> 1)
end if
if trim2 % 2 == 0 then
    D2 = trim2 >> 1
else
    D2 = -(trim2 >> 1)
end if

# Calculate calibrated value based on equations 5, 6, and 8
gain = 1 + ((D2 - D1)/(3112 - 2064))
offset = D1 - (gain - 1) * 2064
threshold = (0xCCC * gain) + offset

# Add tolerances to threshold based on equation 3
threshold = (threshold + 3.5) * 1.002 + 2
threshold_msb = threshold >> 8
threshold_lsb = threshold & 0xFF

# Unmask interrupt for GPADC_AUTO_0
INT3_MASK.GPADC_AUTO_0 = 0 # I2C address 0x59, register 0x1B

# Set automatic conversion 0 to monitor channel 1
GPADC_AUTO_SELECT = 0x01 # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC8

# Set threshold to the calculated threshold value
GPADC_THRESH_CONV0_MSB = threshold_msb # I2C address 0x59, register 0xD1
GPADC_THRESH_CONV0_LSB = threshold_lsb # I2C address 0x59, register 0xD0

# Enable automatic conversion 0, and set period to 31.25ms
GPADC_AUTO_CTRL = 0x10 # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC3
```
3 Workarounds for Known Issues

3.1 Software Conversion After Warm Reset

After a warm reset has occurred, the next software conversion might not return a value which is possible depending on the internal state of the device. The first software conversion finishes but the conversion result registers read all zeroes. After this first conversion, all subsequent software conversions finish as expected. This issue is present in TPS65903x, TPS65917-Q1, TPS65919-Q1, and TPS65916 devices.

If SW conversions are used in the application, adding a dummy SW conversion before the first SW conversion after warm reset is recommended. The following pseudo-code shows one way to add this dummy SW conversion using SW conversion 0 on channel 1.

```plaintext
# Unmask interrupt for GPADC_EOC_SW
INT3_MASK.GPADC_EOC_SW = 0  # I2C address 0x59, register 0x1B

# Enable software conversion and select channel 1
GPADC_SW_SELECT = 0x81  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xCD

# Start software conversion
GPADC_SW_SELECT = 0x91  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xCD

# Wait for any pending conversion to complete
while GPADC_STATUS == 0x00  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC4
    sleep
end while

# Read result of SW conversion 0
lsb = GPADC_SW_CONV0_LSB  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xCE
msb = GPADC_SW_CONV0_MSB  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xCF

# If results show all zeroes, start a second software conversion
if lsb == 0x00 and msb == 0x00 then
    # Start software conversion
    GPADC_SW_SELECT = 0x91  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xCD

    # Wait for any pending conversion to complete
    while GPADC_STATUS == 0x00  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC4
        sleep
    end while

    # Read result of SW conversion 0
    lsb = GPADC_SW_CONV0_LSB  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xCE
    msb = GPADC_SW_CONV0_MSB  # I2C address 0x59, register 0xCF

end if

result = (msb << 8) + lsb
```

If it is unknown which software conversion will be first after a warm reset, one dummy software conversion could be added to the code that is executed immediately after warm reset and the result is unused.

3.2 Recovering from Locked GPADC State

Whenever an automatic conversion is in progress and interrupted by either a cold reset or disabling the automatic conversion, the GPADC gets stuck in a busy state. While in the busy state, no SW or automatic conversions finish. To get out of this state, the user must flush the ADC. If the application does not use an automatic conversion, this issue can be ignored. This issue is only present in TPS65903x devices and is not present in the TPS65917-Q1, TPS65919-Q1, and TPS65916 devices.
When the GPADC is in the stuck state, the GPADC_STUCK.STUCK bit is set to 1. If this bit is set, the GPADC can be recovered by setting the GPADC_FLUSH_EN.FLUSH_EN bit, followed by toggling the GPADC_FLUSH.FLUSH bit to 1 and back to 0. When flushed, the GPADC_STUCK register bits 3 to 0 are set to random bits which can be ignored. The GPADC_STUCK.STUCK bit reads out 0, and any automatic or SW conversion then finishes as expected. Because the GPADC can get stuck after a cold reset or after disabling the automatic conversion, running this recovery routine after the boot process and after an automatic conversion is disabled is recommended. Alternatively, this recovery routine could be placed before every GPADC conversion.

The following pseudo-code describes the recovery routine to check if GPADC is in the stuck state and then flush the ADC if it is stuck. The order of the last two writes to GPADC_FLUSH_EN and GPADC_FLUSH should not be changed to ensure that the ADC does not lock up again.

```java
# Check if GPADC is in stuck state
If GPADC_STUCK.STUCK != 0 Then

    # Make sure GPADC AUTO mode is disabled
    # This is only required if any GPADC auto conversion might be enabled
    GPADC_AUTO_CTRL = 0x00 # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC3

    # Enable flush operation
    GPADC_FLUSH_EN = 0x80 # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC5

    # Start the flush operation
    GPADC_FLUSH = 0x01 # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC2

    # Wait for flush operation to complete
    while GPADC_STUCK.STUCK != 0 then
        sleep
    end while

    # Reset flush bits
    GPADC_FLUSH_EN = 0x00 # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC5
    GPADC_FLUSH = 0x00 # I2C address 0x59, register 0xC2

end if
```
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